
  

Severn 
Skies 

The Magazine 
of the Bristol and  
Gloucestershire 
Gliding Club 

Spring 2016 
Back Again! 
After its short rest your paper returns with all the gossip that’s fit to print. 

Another Editor 

 

We always thought Bernard would go on 

editing the magazine for ever, he did it so 

very well for decades and continues with 

editorial advice. We were fortunate to 

have in him an expert professional news-

paper writer who was  a capable cross-

country pilot.  

 

I have volunteered to organise it until 

someone better takes it off me. I need all 

the help I can get. You are  all very wel-

come to contribute short, or long pieces 

to your journal. I'll just remove the inter-

esting bits! The magazine needs your ma-

terial. 

 

Almost anything is suitable, although the 

only tits on display will have two wings 

and a beak!  

 

In these days of the internet, Severn Skies 

provides a more enduring record of what 

we get up to. And is a BGGC tradition 

worth keeping. 

                                       Alan Montague 

Once Again: the Two-Seater Fleet 
 

The number and type of our two-seaters has been debated over 

the years. With the inevitable ageing of the wonderful K13 we 

are faced at some time with  a change.  A new DG1001 is on 

order and the informed discussions on the subject at the AGM 

will continue. The clubhouse needs modernising too! 
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On Cadets, by David Hallsworth 

 

 

 

First off I would like to thank you all for making my time 

here stimulating and enjoyable.  

 

The Cadet scheme brought a new life to the club, young 

eager pilots learning everything at once. I found the ca-

dets to be helpful on the field and very keen in the air 

too. They would often come out early on flying days to 

help get the field ready and provide prompt retrieval of 

gliders back to the launch point to keep the day going 

efficiently, which rarely needed much encouragement. 

 

At the time, I required pilots who wanted training to 

book in at the office, so that everyone on the field could 

work as a team with a fair expectation of a good day of 

flying, the Cadet's often came out anyway and accepted 

what extra flying that we could get, efficient retrieves 

helped. 

 

All in all a good scheme which could and in my opinion 

should be expanded. Perhaps a collection point for 

anonymous donations to a flying fund for cadets, so that 

they can continue after their sponsorship runs out or start 

if they missed out on sponsorship, also to give help with 

some of the more expensive aspects of advanced train-

ing. 

 

Good luck everyone, remember that Gliding is fun. 

 

                    DTGB 
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In early November Pami and I flew out to Syd-

ney for a few days of sunshine beach holiday 

on the coast before moving inland to Nar-

romine for me to take up my duties as Team 

Captain for the British Team at the Junior 

World Gliding Championships. At the last mo-

ment we had packed some fleeces into our 

suitcases and were very grateful for these as 

our first week on the coast was memorable for 

heavy rain and cold conditions although we did 

see just about enough sunshine to take a dip in 

the sea and swim off the back of the dolphin 

watching boat in Nelson Bay. Did we really 

travel half way around the world for these con-

ditions? 

On our eventual arrival at Narromine after the 

long drive inland from the coast we were 

greeted by a late afternoon sky full of mouth-

watering looking cumulus. This was to be the 

last cumulus we saw for a considerable time as 

the next two weeks were resolutely blue. The 

next few days were spent tracking down our 

missing team container of gliders and equip-

ment, completing the annual check and ARC 

on “M9” the LS8 Matt Davis had borrowed for 

the event and getting to know the friendly lo-

cals while the other team pilots hired gliders to 

get in some flying and familiarise themselves 

with Australia conditions. 

 

Eventually the team container arrived 5 days 

before the start of the competition and after a 

mammoth unpacking session, the team gliders 

passed through their technical inspections in 

record time with beer bribery successfully lu-

bricating the negotiations to extend the pub-

lished scrutineering deadline. The boys were 

then able to enjoy three days of official train-

ing in their own gliders before the opening 

ceremony on 30th November held in a park in 

town complete with what we were told was an 

impressive air display by the RAAF performed 

beautifully out of sight on the wrong side of 

town. 

 

 

Junior World Championships—A Team Captain Perspective 

A view from Matt's cockpit on a day he did over 150 km/h in the LS8 !  

Cont P4... 
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The Team consisted of pilots Tom Arscott and 

Sam Roddie, both flying Standard Cirrus in the 

Club Class and Matt Davis and Mike Gatfield 

both flying LS8 in the Standard Class. Crew-

ing for them were Guy, Benedict, James and 

Ben respectively while Pami Davis filled in as 

“Gofer.”  

 

My duties as Team Captain involved commu-

nicating between the competition organisation 

and team pilots and crews, commencing with 

distributing the daily grid order to the team 

before attending the daily Team Captain’s 

briefing at 9:30am held 30 minutes before the 

daily task briefing. At the pilots’ request my 

role also expanded to at-competition coach 

providing daily tactical briefings to the pilots, 

in flight updates and advice, post flight de-

briefing and other guidance. Combining the 

two roles led to long days with daily post flight 

debriefings followed by a web site update 

completed just in time for a quick shower be-

fore dinner. 

 

Contest flying was from 1st – 12th December 

with one scrubbed day and one rest day. The 

conditions were generally blue with cumulus 

on just four days. Conditions varied from weak 

blue days with thermal tops at 4000 feet above 

ground to strong blue days to cumulus days 

with 10 knot thermals and cloudbase at 14000 

feet with the Juniors competing tasks at some 

very disrespectful speeds (disrespectful to their 

seniors that is who know how hard it is to 

achieve those speeds!).  

 

Tom and Sam were very successful in the blue 

conditions, pair flew most of the tasks and 

achieving a very high level of consistency 

were clearly serious medal contenders in the 

Club Class from day one. At one point they 

were 1st and 2nd overall before a couple of 

poorer days dropped them back down the over-

all standings. My job as coach was mostly to 

refine what they were doing and make sure 

they stayed calm and didn’t change too much.  

 

In the Standard Class, Matt and Mike had a 

poor start on the first day but recovered nicely 

with Matt winning a day and climbing steadily 

into 4th place overall and with Mike in the top 

ten before two days of variometer failures in 

Matt’s LS8 pitched them both out of the top 

ten. The cause of the variometer failure was 

eventually tracked down to the tie down kit 

crushing the variometer flask pneumatic tube 

which runs through the baggage area. After 

fixing it their performances again improved. 

They both did well to stay focussed and work 

their way back to 10th and 13th overall by the 

end when it would have been easy to become 

demoralised and give up completely. 

 

The last contest day was a sheer delight. After 

the penultimate day, Tom and Sam were 

placed 2nd and 7th overall in the Club Class. 

With the final day’s briefing forecasting a 

weakish blue day and AAT task set for the 

Club Class we discussed a strategy for the day 

and identified opportunities which might allow 

them to slip away from their German rivals 

and do something different which would allow 

them to leapfrog themselves back into the top 

medal positions.  

 

The plan was brilliantly and bravely executed. 

Starting just behind the German pair but from 

the opposite end of the start line they con-

verged on the gaggle containing the Germans 

half way along the first leg. To simply follow 

around would not be enough and so having got 

into the Germans’ blind spot they slipped away 

from the safety of the gaggle and flying on 

their own in the blue flew deep into the first 

sector to intersect with the Standard Class task 

and fly the second leg in the company of the 

Std Class.  

 

On the ground we watched the competition 

tracking website showing them consistently 

5km/h faster than the German pair and follow-

ing a nerve jangling low point on the final leg 

they finally caught and passed over the top of 

the German pair approaching the final control 

point having appeared to have flown consid-

erably more distance in the AAT sectors.  

 

Andy Davis: Junior World Championship... 
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Would it be enough? We hardly dared breathe 

but after downloading the flight files to scoring 

there it was in black and white - 2nd and 3rd for 

the day, 1st and 3rd overall.  

 

In the Standard Class Matt was sanguine about 

the outcome. He had fought hard to get back  

into the top ten after the two difficult days 

without variometer and a resultant outlanding. 

But he had completed two tasks at over 150 

km/h, had a couple of top three placings  and 

won a day at a World Championships. If he 

had just scored the same as team-mate Mike in 

the first day without variometer he would have 

placed in the top three overall. A good confi-

dence boost for his move into senior competi-

tion. For Mike, it was his first international. He 

enjoyed himself and learnt a lot. 

We had a new British World Champion, Tom 

Arscott. Sam had flown our Std Cirrus “DDA” 

into the Bronze medal position. I was as happy 

as I had been for any of my own medals and 

we partied long and hard into the night. The 

next day I was as proud as punch at the closing 

ceremony to see the boys collect their trophies, 

to receive the team Cup Bronze on behalf of 

the team and to photo-bomb proceedings to 

stand with the entire team, pilots and crews 

under the union flag for the photos.  

 

                                           Andy Davis 

Team photo!- The whole team with medals and trophies  
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Given the very poor weather during November and  

December with almost no soaring, and only occasional 

flying, provides a good opportunity to talk about cur-

rency. 

Currency refers to whether you are appropriately quali-

fied to fly, particularly after a period without flying, 

something many should think about at the moment. 

 

Two aspects of flying suffer, one, the basic flying skills 

and the decision making. 

Ab-initios in particular, will notice after missing a week 

the next flight back is often a bit rusty.  This is nothing 

strange.  Basic flying skills, such as stick-rudder co-

ordination, are muscle memory skills that eventually 

become ingrained and automatic.  This learning however 

takes time.  Pre-solo pilots' flying is often affected after 

only a short break.  Low hours solo pilots may go a cou-

ple of weeks without noticing a problem, whilst very 

experienced pilots might be OK after many weeks. 

Judgement too will be affected.  Poor judgement by a 

less than current pilot is a double whammy. If you get  

into a poor position (e.g. low in the circuit, or following  

a launch failure), you may not still have the flying skill 

to get yourself out! 

It is important to note that 'currency' means the total 

amount of flying recently, not just the time since you 

last flew.  Low hours pilots should aim to fly as often as 

possible; only with experience can you become more 

selective about which days to fly.  Hence even simple 

circuits on unsoarable days are important to a new pilot.  

Even experienced pilots benefit from short flights in 

club gliders to maintain currency for the good ridge day 

when it arrives. 

 

Club rules specifying the maximum period after which 

check flight(s) are mandatory are as follows: 

 After 3 weeks with less than 5 hours P1. 

 After 6 weeks with less than 25 hours P1. 

 After 12 weeks, irrespective of experience. 

Given the recent weather many pilots may be running 

into currency issues. Remember, if in doubt, please talk 

to the duty instructor.  Also please take care if your next 

flying opportunity coincides with an entertaining North 

Westerly.  We must be due some!                                                                                                                                                                                  

      

    Greg O’Hagan 

A Word ......... From the C.F.I. ...... How Current Are You? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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We (cadets) wanted to buy a glider to save money 

on soaring fees and to enter competitions, which 

we intend to win. Most gliders we could afford and 

looked at were all on their last legs and most were 

beyond repair.  All but one… 

 

Meet our K6e: she’s not EASA registered (yet), 

done around 800 hours and 300 launches - the last 

of which was sometime in 1999. A lot of love will 

be required because maintenance stopped around 

2005. 

 

The first time we saw the glider we were in awe. 

She looked perfect and ready to fly. You couldn’t 

tell she had been hibernating for the last 16 years. 

Obviously there were few issues - the fabric on the 

wings (which was still original and sewn into the 

wing frame) was covered in mould, a few wing ribs 

decided they no longer wanted to be glued down, 

plumbing for the instruments was gone, the rudder 

cable was rusty, wiring looked like it was done by 

a chimpanzee with a match instead of a soldering 

iron and there were several other minor defects.  

 

In simple terms, she had a bad case of hangar rash, 

but no catastrophic failures and nothing we could-

n’t fix. This glider could be like new again. Good 

news for the amateurs! The trailer on the other 

hand looked a tad less hopeful. The entire floor 

was rotten, electrics were [insert suitable engineer-

ing term] and we discovered a queen wasp had 

taken up residence in the right rear light cluster. 

 

The project is being led by Seb Smaka, Douggie 

Vance and me (Dorian Bury), with assistance from 

other cadets. The project will be happening under 

the supervision of Roger Targett, who has kindly 

donated the glider. With his help and guidance we 

hope to have her ready for flight in early spring 

2016. 

 

We were concerned the work might hog the club’s 

workshop, but thankfully Seb, needed an 

‘engineering project’ for his engineering course-

work.  The work would have to use college equip-

ment and storage, so with Jake Brattle’s help we 

moved her to a new, temporary home at the City of 

Bristol College. When we say help we mean Jake 

basically moved it for us because our trailer wasn’t 

even close to ready and with the lack of tow-out 

gear we were worried that she might not survive 

the trip. 

 

Work will begin in January, when Seb’s course-

work starts.  I will help every Thursday, and other 

cadets are welcome to join us, but unfortunately 

most of them are at school on Thursdays. If anyone 

is able to work on wooden gliders and can spare 

some time, please contact Seb at 

sebsmaka99@hotmail.co.uk - Unfortunately Roger 

can only advise us and cannot spare time from his 

professional commitments to help. 

 

Douggie is taking care of the paperwork, the trailer 

and fundraising. All the cadets will participate 

where they can, including fundraising.  At our last 

fundraising opportunity, the ‘trailer wash’, every 

cadet was ready, buckets and sponges in hand, but 

sadly the rain gods decided to frown upon us and 

we had to cancel. In hindsight we could have saved 

on water. 

 

We would like to thank everyone who is helping us 

to realise our dream. We also want to thank the 

committee for letting us park our trailer on the field 

and allowing the K6 sit in the workshop; Jake for 

transporting it to the City of Bristol College and 

Tim Macfadyen for helping us through the entire 

process. And last, but not least, Roger Targett for 

donating the K6, materials and enlightening us in 

the disciplines of a professional aircraft engineer. 

 

Thank you all, Merry Christmas and a Happy New 

Year! 
 

   Dorian Bury 

Schleicher Classic: Our Cadets Own a K6e! 

One of these! 
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Notes from the 2015 AGM 

Chairman's Remarks 

 

So many have done so much to keep the club run-

ning, year after year, without much thanks. He 

wanted to thank them all now.   

Most of the discussions in his year had been about 

club problems and areas for improvement. It was 

therefore a pleasure to speak of the flying achieve-

ments recorded by Greg O’Hagan our CFI. hese 

included: 15 new solo pilots, nearly 10% of the 

membership being 7 cadets, 4 adults and 4 stu-

dents.  

Among early solo pilots, 6 Bronze Badges, 2 cross-

country endorsements, 1 (nearly 2) Silver Badges 

and one Gold Height.  

We have been spending your money: mainly to 

improve launching facilities. Visible signs are the 

new winch and foundations for the new winch 

building. 

 

Treasurer’s Remarks and Accounts 2014-2015 

 

The Good Stuff: 

Huge thanks to Kevin Neave and the Glider Main-

tenance Team, Ian, Tony and others. A team of 12 

under Tim had completed the ARC of the DG505 

in a weekend. The Baby Grob had been repaired 

after its crash into a car on the airfield, largely by 

Steve Parker and other volunteers for free, with 

wing and canopy hinge repairs by Roger Targett 

(not free).  Thanks to Andy and Elaine Townsend 

for running the bar so well with a meaty contribu-

tion to our funds despite the activities of the (non 

member) thief. Thanks to Fred Ballard for organis-

ing the purchase of Supacat winch 009 from Cam-

bridge GC and its refurbishment by Alan Smith for 

2.5K short of the 30K total budget. Thanks to 

Julian’s team of cleaners and decorators for smart-

ening the big gents toilet and washroom. Thanks to 

Sid for running Sid’s Task Week again. He does it 

all. 

 

The Bad Stuff: 

The club had run at a trading loss largely due to 

changes in demographics, the pricing structure and 

with some formerly voluntary activities now paid 

for. Some of our discounted offers will need recal-

culating. 

The Treasurer warned over our potential loss of 

CASC status, if this happens we will need to pay at 

least £10,000 pa extra in council rates. 

 

Numbers: Year to 30th September 2015 

2015     2014 

 

154  Flying Members 160 

30  Associate Members 25 

212  Days Flown  208 

4719  Total Launches  5015 

1004  Aerotows  1237 

3715  Winch   3778 

1096  Club Glider Hours 997 

4052  Total Glider Hours 3711 

397  Trial Lessons Flown 432 

Pete explains! 

 

 

 

 

                               Steve Noujaim 

 Our Gratitude to Volunteers 

 Important Choices Imminent 

 Distinguished Former Fighter Pilot 

Elected Vice Chairman 
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Discussion 1: on accounts (followed by their ac-

ceptance). 

The wages bill had increased £5000 largely due to 

the increase in minimum wage affecting payments 

to the professional winch driver and also employ-

ment of an additional professional instructor during 

Dave’s illness. 

 

Some ‘mature’ members had reputedly left the club 

due to inability to obtain instruction at the weekend 

due to numerous new P2s getting there first.  

(Perhaps they might have considered arriving early 

and helping the cadets get the gliders out: Ed) The 

surge in numbers is largely due to student members 

having a single flight then departing;-nothing to do 

with cadets. The presence of our cadets has greatly 

enhanced airfield activity with them doing much of 

the running around and helping. 

The Treasurer recommended cadet sponsorship 

should now be £1000 each, aiming for £4000.  

 

Gordon Davies immediately pledged his personal 

donation of £500 and said some nice things about 

the club. 

 

Subscriptions: 
Members accepted, once again, the recommenda-

tion of no increase save for a small rise in the stu-

dent rate to £120. 

 

New Committee 

Those unwise enough to stand were re-elected with  

the welcome addition of Steve Noujaim and Andy  

Townsend.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The slaves for 2016 are as follows: 

 

Chairman: Fred Hill   

Vice- Chairman: Steve Noujaim 

Treasurer: Pete Bray   

Secretary: Alan Montague 

Committee: Steve Eyles, Andy Townsend, Christo-

phe Mutricy, Tony Gillett, Jake Brattle, (Greg 

O’Hagan ex-officio). 

Discussion 2: on the club’s order for a new 

DG1001  

This had been initiated by a motion by Barry 

Walker and Steve Parker. The committee had made 

an order and paid a deposit following recommenda-

tion by an expert sub-committee as the only mod-

ern glider suitable for the BGA syllabus. It was 

likely to cost us about £120,000 with full instru-

ments and trailer. 

 

Much constructive and relevant information was 

revealed, especially by Ian Hey, Sid Smith, Tim 

Macfadyen, Steve Parker, Julian Rees, Kevin 

Neave and Pete Bray. The club’s two-seater fleet 

stood at 4. Kevin said we only need 4 because they 

are old and need a great deal of workshop time. 

With a modern fleet we could manage with 3.  

 

Our K13 had been built in 1968. All Schleicher 

wooden gliders have three-yearly mandatory in-

spections following a fatal accident abroad. Tim 

MacFadyen pointed out that all K7s have now died 

and if a French or or German K13 broke up, EASA 

was likely to ground the lot. This would influence 

the second hand market. Sid Smith had written the 

expert sub-committee's minutes. It had been 

charged with recommending a suitable and avail-

able aircraft.  K13s could be grounded at any time 

due to glue failure. The sub committee had consid-

ered all options including second hand.  The 

DG1001 cost £10,000 more than a K21 which in 

any case cannot do the whole syllabus  There are 

200 K13s in the UK. once they are grounded the 

second hand market will be overrun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catering 
Mr Silipo had given notice and would leave at the 

end of the year. Thereafter ad-hoc catering will be 

arranged. Elaine Townsend kindly offered a sub-

committee to investigate future catering which was 

received with acclamation. 

 

                                                   Alan Montague 

< Gordon Davies 

< Andy Townsend 

< Fred Hill 
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Our club has recently purchased a new tow truck 

which is being modified to tow the cables. Hope-

fully by the time this is published in Severn Skies it 

will be fully operational. The decision was taken to 

purchase a good quality vehicle and this obviously 

involved substantial expenditure.  

 

The modifications were also not without monetary 

cost and a significant amount of voluntary work 

has been put in to make a system which is rather 

more sophisticated than the previous system. 

 

With the above in mind it is intended to exercise 

tighter control over the way it is operated in order 

to prolong the life of the vehicle and prevent dam-

age. It is envisaged that anyone wishing to drive 

the vehicle for whatever reason (including moving 

trailers) will need to be signed up in a similar man-

ner to winch drivers with a list will be in the truck 

of authorised drivers. Initially, authorisation will be 

done by Richard Starling or Steve Parker but soon 

afterwards any winch driver may carry this out and 

so should be a relatively easy process 

 

The authorisation process will include daily inspec-

tion of the vehicle and tow out arms and damage 

and defect reporting.  

 

If the truck is looked after  it will cost us (the mem-

bers) less money in the future (our money) and pre-

sent a professional image to visitors and new mem-

bers. It should also make towing out cables a more 

pleasant experience. 

 

 

     Richard Starling and Steve Parker 

Take Great Care Of Our Immaculate New Tow Out Truck! 
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Members who have explored the 

contents of the computer in the brief-

ing room may have come across the 

History archive.   This contains in-

formation about the Club gathered 

from various sources, scans of docu-

ments and a collection of around 

4500 photographs covering people, 

activities and aircraft from 1946 up 

to the present day.  Your editor has 

suggested that it might be interesting 

to feature a couple of these photos in 

each issue of Severn Skies, so this is 

the first shot at it. 

 

The first of the photos in this issue 

was taken in early 1956, soon after 

the Club moved to Nympsfield.   The 

glider is a Kite 2, and was owned by 

a syndicate whose  members joined 

the Bristol Club  when the old 

Gloucestershire Club folded through 

the loss of their site.  The tail end of 

this glider is at present mounted on 

the wall of Roger Targett’s work-

shop.   The syndicate included Fred 

Worley, a farmer, who brought with 

him a winch he had built and a trac-

tor.   The tractor is partially visible in 

the photograph, as is the fire engine 

which the Club owned as a general 

run-about.  It is noticeable that there 

was still grass down the middle of 

the track at that time.  

The second photograph shows the 

Worley winch.   This was a fairly 

primitive device, but it worked and 

was a very welcome addition to the 

Club’s launching equipment at the 

time.   Notice the starting handle and 

a rock used to chock the wheel. 

For those of you who have not found 

your way to the archive, go to Start/

My Documents/ History Group/

Archive.  The opening page lists the 

contents of the archive.   A lot of 

these folders contain scans of various 

documents and are probably only of 

interest to nerds and people writing 

the history of the Club, but Club 

Data is more interesting, giving in-

formation such as the gliders the 

Club has owned, past committees, 

subscriptions, trophy winners etc.   

'Miscellaneous' contains a right mix-

ture of items.  There is a listing at the 

head of the folder which allows you 

to go through and find anything 

which might interest you.   But to 

most people, the photographs are 

probably the most interesting items.   

They were donated over the years by 

some 70 people, or their executors, 

and are stored in a separate folder for 

each donor.   There is a listing at the 

head of the Photograph folder de-

scribing each photograph.   If you 

have any interesting photographs 

that you would be happy to be added 

to the archive please let me know.   

They don’t have to be old; today’s 

happenings are tomorrow’s history.   

There is also a history of the Club up 

to 1986 so far on the Club’s website 

under "About the Club".   1986 to 

1992 is currently being researched! 

All this has taken the Club’s History 

Group a fair number of hours to col-

lect and put together, and continues 

to do so to keep up with new acquisi-

tions.  If anyone has a burning inter-

est in the Club’s history we would 

not turn down offers of help!   Just 

let the office know.    

 

 

 

 

 

                  Ken Brown 
 

The Club History Group 
 

http://oldsite.bggc.co.uk/?page=about/history.html 
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You're In All Our 

Good Books!  
Smartening up our Club-

house: Thank you. 
 

Julian Rees and friends including  

Gill & Richard Starling. Dave Ascroft, 

Alan Moorecroft, Andy and Elaine 

Townsend, Steve Eyles, 

Pete Bray, Graham Morris, Sid Smith 

and other toilers rolled up their 

sleeves, put on their Marigolds and 

redecorated the Big Gents. 

 

They cleaned, filled and repainted the walls & ceil-

ing, and re-varnished the window frames. A new 

light was fitted by the shower and the other light 

bulbs cleaned or replaced. The shower area win-

dow was repaired, the fan cleaned and the other 

windows have been lubricated. 

 

Richard fitted new coat hooks and new window 

latches and they added panels to stop the doors 

knocking holes in walls of the cubicles. Notice 

boards were added to the cubicle doors and the 

shower curtains washed. 

 

Julian washed the floor and got most of the paint & 

varnish spills off, gave the urinals a good clean and 

put some water through the central floor drain. He 

cleaned the grout and tiles behind the sink. 

 

What remains to be done…: 

Behind the tiles, shower cubicle plasterboard is 

wrecked by damp and needs re-plastering and new 

tiles or a shower liner. The damage probably from 

poor ventilation so a constant-on fan is needed.  

The grotty basin taps are still grotty but easily re-

placed once service valves are installed in the feed 

pipes. The above-named volunteers have given 

over 150 hours so  time for the Treasurer  to call in 

professional help to finish the job. 

After our break in publication, there must be some 

new members of TFS who are unaware of belong-

ing or, indeed, just what it is they belong to.  Old 

members can skip the next two paragraphs but read 

on where you see ****! 

 

This is a syndicate with no costs and no work at-

tached.  The only real requirement is to enjoy our 

natural surroundings in every season and (nearly) 

all types of weather.  Not only is our airfield  

part of the beautiful Cotswold limestone escarp-

ment (hence the ridge lift enjoyed by all) but in the 

fifty plus years we have  

owned it, we have saved it from some of the more 

damaging intensive agricultural practices.   While 

it is most important for us that the main area of the 

field allows safe and efficient take-offs and land-

ings, all the boundary margins and the caravan site 

are remarkably rich and important sites for all sorts 

of plants and  

wildlife.  The club actively manages these areas by 

mowing them at specific times to allow meadow 

plants to flower and seed, and thereby attract many 

insects and thus birds and mammals.   

In order to share the information there is a TFS 

noticeboard in the clubhouse with seasonal cuttings 

on what we might expect to see and also a clip-

board with monthly sheets for observations.  These 

last are for everyone who spots anything! Just note 

it with date, time of day( if relevant) and position.  

If you see something you can’t identify, describe it 

– maybe someone else can come up with the an-

swer.  

 

**** 

Writing this at the end of December on a grey af-

ternoon with heavy rain and gale force winds, 

makes it hard to believe that by the time the next 

issue of Severn Skies is out it will be spring!   

                                                         continued  P13... 

THE  TERRA FIRMA SYNDICATE - 

EVERYONE'S A MEMBER! 
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Birds  – Keep a lookout for winter visitors, in par-

ticular those of the thrush family such as redwing 

and fieldfare and also, possibly among feeding par-

ties of chaffinchs, the brambling.  Soon our resi-

dents(and those of neighbouring Woodchester Val-

ley) will be defending their territories by singing or 

fighting and  nest building and these include the 

large and easy to see carrion crows, kestrel, buz-

zard and magpies, the pied wagtails that are always 

around the clubhouse, skylarks spiralling up and up 

over the field until they’re a small dot and singing 

all the time and, of course, all the returning sum-

mer migrants such as swallow, house martin and all 

the warblers. 

  

Mammals – early and late are usually the best 

times to see the hares, rabbits, foxes, roe and munt-

jac deer and badgers - and at this time of year 

"early" isn't so early and "late" isn't so late! 

 

Plants –  the mild winter has been such that sum-

mer flowers were still blooming in December but 

the coming months should see a great burgeoning 

with primroses, cowslips, violets and the scent of 

both bluebells and wild garlic drifting up from 

Woodchester Valley. 

 

Trees –  the early catkins, pussy willow and black-

thorn blossom will give way to leaves bursting out 

all over the place and the more subtle flowering of 

some species of trees. 

 

Insects – as with the plants, butterflies and bees 

have been enticed out by mild weather all through 

December.  What we attract this year depends on 

what we have to offer but we should soon be see-

ing peacock, small tortoiseshell and brimstone but-

terflies. 

 

There is much to look forward to, as well as the 

soaring season.  I'm looking forward to loads more 

observations on the TFS clipboard! 
 

                                        Nancy Barrett 
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In 2011, I helped Doug Jones sell his 

cherished Nimbus 2 which he had 

completely rebuilt from wreckage 

and we got talking about the future 

of gliding.  Doug had already pro-

vided a fund to help committed new 

pilots gain their cross country en-

dorsements and was keen to do 

something else.  We discussed a 

number of ideas with the conclusion 

that investment in young people 

would be the most rewarding 

‘something else’. Doug generously 

offered to sponsor two young people 

(cadets) to learn to glide. 

 

The project would be a long-term 

venture with the main objectives of 

introducing young people to gliding 

and building a self supporting body 

of youngsters who would continue to 

fly as club members after going solo.  

The opportunity would be open to 

boys and girls 14 to 16. No formal 

qualifications would be required 

apart from enthusiasm and determi-

nation. Sponsorship would cover all 

basic training until the cadets fly 

solo in a single seat glider, after 

which they become self financing. In 

return they would be expected to 

attend regularly (at least one day per 

week) and help with flying opera-

tions. 

  

In the autumn of 2011 Fred Ballard 

and I produced a prospectus describ-

ing the scheme which is distributed 

to over 50 local schools, the ATC, 

Scouting and Guide movements. The 

club website was updated, promotion 

posters produced and several press 

releases circulated. Prospective ca-

dets are invited to apply for sponsor-

ship by completing an application 

form and providing a short article 

(500 words) on why they want to 

learn to glide. The closing date for 

applications is the end of January. A 

short list is selected for interview in 

February and successful candidates 

notified by the 1st March.   

 

Training begins the first/second 

week in March and concludes in 

September. The syllabus includes 

theory and ground operations as well 

as flying. Achievement is dependent 

on the cadet’s aptitude but the expec-

tation is for the cadet to fly solo. 

Complete commitment and support 

is demanded of parents.  It is empha-

sised that the club is not a youth 

training operation and they should 

consider the training as a short ap-

prenticeship. Cadets will be expected 

to manage in an adult environment, 

which will be significantly different 

from their school experiences.  It is 

made clear that to meet the objective 

of flying solo by the end of the sum-

mer cadets must attend regularly and 

fly as often as possible. The club 

reserves the right to cancel the spon-

sorship if this commitment is not 

met.  

 

At the end of the season we hold a 

parents’ day. Parents are invited to 

see their charges fly solo in the Grob 

102 or K-8 and experience a flight in 

a two-seater themselves. Without 

exception all parents have been as-

tounded how their children have 

matured and gained confidence dur-

ing their training and experiences at 

the club.  

 

Publicising the scheme has been by 

far the most difficult challenge; each 

year the club has sent the sponsor-

ship prospectus to around 50 local 

schools without success, despite em-

phasising there is no obligation on 

the school or its staff. It’s ironic that 

two of last year’s non-sponsored 

cadets attended the same schools as 

two of the sponsored cadets, but 

were unaware of the opportunity. 

The second problem is transport to 

and from the club once cadets have 

completed their training and the obli-

gation on parents to ensure regular 

attendance has relaxed. 

Additional sponsorship has allowed 

us to train 4 or 5 cadets and with 

continued contributions there is no 

reason why the scheme cannot im-

prove and flourish, especially if we 

can reach a broader public. Next 

February we intend to enhance the 

regular cadet scheme which is aimed 

at attracting a wider audience (14-

18) to complement the sponsored (14

-16) project. 

                           Chris Edwards 

                               Gift Aiding Your Donations To The Club 

 
BGGC, is registered along with many other clubs as a Community Amateur Sports Club( CASC).  Our registra-

tion number is CH04735/PRM and if you wish to dig further this link will take you there:-  www.gov.uk/

government/publications/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes/community-amateur-sports-

clubs-detailed-guidance-notes  

Any tax payer can make a gift aid declaration, which allows the club to claim back from HMRC 25p for every 

pound donated. Thus a gift aided donation of £100 will result in the club receiving £125. 

Up to now the sponsored part of the Club Cadet Project has been entirely funded by a few very generous mem-

bers to whom the club and the cadets involved are very grateful.  Recruiting for 2016 has begun and some applica-

tions received.  It goes without saying that the number of sponsorships in 2016 will depend upon the amount do-

nated.  

Other support for cadets is available from GA and Gliding organizations, such as The Caroline Trust, and the 

BGA. Some have won partial sponsorship by winning awards at competitions at aviation events. All eligible are 

encouraged to apply for these sources of support. 

If you would like to make a donation please speak to Daphne or Shelia who will give you the form. It is also here:;  
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/468015/CASC_GAD_Single_Donation.pdf  

                 

                Fred Ballard 

The Club Cadet Project 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes/community-amateur-sports-clubs-detailed-guidance-notes
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 “New” winch at Nympsfield.  To be known as 'Number Two' 
(no irony intended!) 

2013 found us with increasing cable problems on the winch.  This prompted the beginning of the search for a 

replacement or supplement for the Supacat that had given good service for 20 or so years.   Enquiries with 

Skylaunch came up with target figures of £80k +VAT and at the same time we discovered two Supacats 

coming on the market at Gransden Lodge.  A visit by four members led to agreement that we would make a 

first refusal bid for the V8 Model.  Over a year passed during which time we were beginning to understand 

our own problems and get on top of them; namely, severe cable guide pulley wear and, as it turned out, two 

loosening grub screws in the gearbox giving grossly tangled cables on the LH drum. In Nov 2014 Gransden 

agreed to release their V8 which we bought subject to a check over by Supacat engineers.   

Jan 2015 found me at Gransden Lodge supervising the winch 

onto a high load flatbed.  The lorry arrived late in the 

afternoon, so many thanks to the Gransden Lodge guys who 

stuck around to get it out to the transport.  The positioning on 

the lorry was just at the limit of the crane's abilities but 

finally it was swung into place and lowered onto the bed.  I 

arranged to meet the driver the following morning at 

Berkeley Heath to see it off loaded at Alan Smith’s premises 

so that the planned work could be done. 

 

Drums off and reinforced, gearbox open to check drive wear so that bushes and chain drives could be 

renewed, guard plates added and all guillotine brackets replaced with heavy 

duty design, hydraulic seals, slaves and 

masters replaced, driver seats re-

upholstered.  Four new cable pulleys fitted 

during re-assembly.  The engine was 

checked over and as it had been recently 

changed, was found to be in good form.  

Fuel pipe leaks were made good and the 

engine once more burst into life.   

 

After some initial trial launches we identified a bent prop shaft and after 

replacement it became apparent that the fluid drive was not running 

concentrically.  This was removed and sent away for service 

requiring no more than a new set of bearings and seals.  The fuel 

gauge was found to be faulty after an engine stall during a launch 

and proved that a 'full' indication meant anything from empty to 

full.  Many of the changes have been made to help minimize 

cable damage and hence down time from cable breaks.  The same 

mods, hydraulic pipe covers and other ‘hardening’ will be carried 

out on our original winch that is currently being overhauled. 

Fred Ballard, Winchmaster 
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